Planning Committee Report – 21/0496/FUL
1.0

Application Information
Number:
Applicant:
Proposal:
Site Address:
Registration Date:
Link to Application:
Ward Member(s):

21/0496/FUL
Mr Alex Graves
Construction of 184 dwellings, means of access,
public open space and associated infrastructure (Resubmission of refusal 19/1647/FUL - Revised Plans).
Land at Ikea Way Ikea Way Exeter
20210322
https://publicaccess.exeter.gov.uk/onlineapplications/applicationDetails.do?activeTab=su
mmary&keyVal=QQD3NZHBMK700
Cllrs Leadbetter, Newby, and Ellis-Jones.

Reason Application is going to Committee: Major application with objections.
2.0

Summary of recommendation
APPROVE subject to recommended conditions and completion of a Section 106
agreement.

3.0

Reason for the recommendation:
The site is allocated for development in the Exeter Core Strategy and is a
sustainable location with access to a range of services and transport links. There
is no objection in principle to the development of this former agricultural and
highway land for residential development which is considered to accord with
policy H1 of the Exeter Local Plan 1st Review and the Exeter Core Strategy. The
proposal is considered to accord with the Development Plan as a whole, subject
to the imposition of conditions and completion of a S106 Legal Agreement.

4.0

Table of key planning issues
Issue

Conclusion

Principle of development

The Newcourt Area was allocated for
development in the Exeter Core
Strategy 2012, and in particular policy
CP19. Residential development was
consented on the site in 2014, however
that consent has now lapsed. The site
is considered sustainable location with
access to a range of services and
transport links. There is no objection in
principle to the development of this
former agricultural and highway land
for residential development which is
considered to accord with policy H1 of
the Exeter Local Plan 1st Review and
the Exeter Core Strategy.

Scale, design, impact on character and
appearance

The development plan guides that sites
should be developed at the highest
density that can be achieved, whilst
meeting criteria set out in policies H2
and DG4 of the Local Plan and Policy
CP4 of the Core Strategy.
The Residential Design Guide SPD,
National Design Guide and Local Plan
Policies DG1, DG2 and DG4, DG6 and
DG7 set out our approach to residential
design.
The number of dwellings has been
reduced to 184 to achieve an
acceptable layout. The internal designs
have been amended to meet national
space standards. The buildings
proposed have an appropriately
residential scale and massing and use
of materials. Street scene landscaping
is considered adequate to reinforce the
residential character of the area.

Impact on amenity of neighbouring
dwellings.

The layout has been amended since
first submitted to remove residential
buildings from the southern boundary
of the site. The Multi Use Games Area
proposed is located to be 30m from the
nearest existing dwelling and 24m from
the front façade of new dwellings. The
existing landscape buffer to the
neighbouring residential and open
spaces to the south is retained and
landscape secured by condition.

Public Spaces and parks

The development provided the required
10% of site area as green space that
can be landscaped as useable public
space. The development will provide
two LAP standard play spaces
positioned to be within 100m of
dwellings. A LEAP Standard play
space required can be delivered on site
or by enhancement of the adjacent offsite. Similarly provision is made for the
MUGA to be delivered on site, however
the potential for the MUGA to be
delivered on third party land closer to
the Newcourt Community Centre site is
still being explored.

Economic benefits

The development would be CIL Liable
at the residential rate and would
contribute toward NHS GP surgeries,
NHS Acute Care, and affordable
housing provision. In occupation the
dwellings would pay Council Tax, and
would provide jobs and economic
stimulus during construction phase.

Access and Parking

Vehicular access is from Ikea way only,
with bus only access to Russell Way is
considered acceptable and to
encourage sustainable travel by
reducing conflict. Car parking is
accommodated in small parking courts
and on plot/on street in a manner that
limits domination of the public realm by
car parking. Cycle parking is provided
in enclosed stores for apartments and
in gardens for dwellings details of
which can be secured by condition. EV
Charging points are provided for all
dwellings and within the parking areas
for the apartments..
National Highways have raised no
objection.

Drainage

An acceptable drainage scheme has
been submitted designed on a worst
case scenario for infiltration. Approval
of this should be reserved to allow
further investigation and potential for
surface attenuation/treatment,
infiltration and source control solutions
be developed once investigation of the
underlying surface is undertaken.

Sustainable Construction

Conditions should be added to any
consent requiring compliance with Core
Strategy Policy CP15 for energy
performance and a Waste Audit
Statement, in accordance with Devon
Waste Plan policy W4.

Biodiversity

A Biodiversity Enhancement Plan
should be conditioned to include an
appropriate number of bat and bird
boxes, in accordance with Policy LS4
and chapter 15 of the NPPF.
A tree protection plan will be required
to protect retained trees during
construction in accordance with Policy
DG1 and the NPPF, and further
landscape planting secured through a
detailed landscaping scheme condition.

Contaminated Land and air quality

A contaminated land strategy has been
submitted which indicates low risk.
There is no indication that this matter
cannot be controlled by conditions
attached to the consent to verify and to
ensure any unexpected contamination
that may be encountered during
construction is adequately mitigated.
EV charging points are proposed to
encourage EV use and reduce
emissions form vehicles.

Affordable Housing

The applicant has offered 35% of
dwellings as Affordable Housing which
can be secured through a S106
agreement.
Since the introduction of the First
Homes policy nationally the breakdown
of the affordable dwellings be 70%
Social Rent, 25% First Homes
(discounted for sale) and 5% other
intermediate affordable tenures. The
mix of dwellings would be
representative of the development as a
whole unless an alternative mix is
negotiated. 5% of the Affordable
Dwellings will be disabled accessible
standard. As such the proposals meet
the requirements of Exeter Core
Strategy policy CP7, Exeter Local Plan
1st Review policy H7 and the
Affordable Housing SPD.

Development Plan, five year housing
land supply, and presumption in favour
of sustainable development

5.0

The proposal is considered to accord
with the Development Plan as a whole,
subject to the imposition of conditions.
The Council cannot currently
demonstrate a five year housing land
supply, though the shortfall is modest,
the ‘tilted balance’ in the NPPF is
therefore engaged when considering
the application.

Description of site
The application site is 5.5 hectares located to the south of the A379, east of the
IKEA car park, west of the railway line, and north of existing two storey dwellings
in Bunker Square, Mulligan Drive and Old Rydon Close.
The main vehicular access to the site is from Ikea Way to the south of the Ikea
car park. There is a footway/cycleway along the eastern boundary of the site,
which provides a connection with Old Rydon Lane to the south and Russell Way
to the north via the bridge over the A379. The loop road which linked the A379
westbound to the bridge has been closed to traffic.

The site has been used for the depositing of earth resulting from the
development of the Ikea store. Consequently the site has a varying levels, which
exceed the pre-existing ground level in the area. There is a foo and cycle way
along the eastern boundary of the site connecting Old Rydon Lane to Russell
Way over the existing road bridge crossing of the A379.
A number of existing trees are located to the boundaries and within the site
particular to north eastern section of the site where they provide a buffer to the
A379.
6.0

Description of development
The proposal relates to the development of the site for 184 dwellings. These
comprising 137 houses as a mix of terraced, semi-detached, and detached
properties, 39 one, two, and three bed flats in apartment blocks and 8 flats over
garages. The dwellings are proposed to be either two or two and a half storeys in
height with parking for each dwelling located within either garages or parking
spaces to the front, side or rear of the property. The apartments along the
western side of the site would be three storeys.
The proposal includes provision for 307 car parking spaces, with all vehicular
access to the site via the eastern end of Ikea Way. There is pedestrian and cycle
access connecting to the existing route along the eastern edge of the site. A bus
only connection is proposed to link to the existing road bridge allowing two-way
bus movement through the site from Russell Way to Ikea Way. Two bus stops
are proposed within this site.
The main public open space is located south of the main access road, where the
MUGA is positioned, and alongside the eastern boundary with the railway line,
where there is space for a LEAP standard play area. Local Area for Play
provision in made two locations within the layout.
The application has been amended since first submitted to reposition the Multi
Use Games area to the south side of the site and away from the railway line, to
provide two LAP standard play spaces on site and close to dwellings, to redesign
the apartment blocks to provide direct access to private communal space, and to
address issues around the positioning of buildings relative to the neighbouring
development to the south.

7.0

Supporting information provided by applicant

Site Location Plan
Planning Statement
Design and Access Statement
Layout Plan
Building Plans and Elevations
Refuse Plan
Adoptable Areas Plan
Boundaries/Surfaces plan
Materials Plan
Building Heights Plan
Illustrative Sections
Masterplan
Soft Landscape Plans
Engineering Appraisal
Drainage Strategy
Swept Path Analysis
Air Quality Assessment (updated)
Ground Investigation Report (contamination)
Flood Risk Assessment
Tree Plan
Ecological Impact Assessment
Transport Note
Stockpile Assessment
The application was received in July 2021. Revised plans were received in March
2021, November 2021, and January 2022.
8.0

Relevant planning history
Reference
13/4524/OUT

16/1317/DIS

19/1647/FUL

Proposal
Outline planning application
(with all matters reserved except
access) for erection of between
180-220 residential units
together with associated access,
car parking, landscaping and
associated works.
Please see Archaeological
Investigation (reference 880150)
prepared by Cotswold
Archaeology.
Construction of 200 dwellings,
means of access, public open
space and

Decision
Permitted

Decision Date
26.11.2014

Permitted

27.10.2016

Refused

04.12.2020

associated infrastructure
(Amended Scheme).
9.0

List of constraints
Aerodrome Safeguarding Area
Area of special Advertisement Control

10.0

Consultations

Appeal
Dismissed

06.12.2021

All consultee responses can be viewed in full on the Council’s website.
National Highways Offer no objection.
Network Rail raise no objection in principle, but there is uncertainty regarding
what the MUGA will look like and how close this will be to the Network Rail
boundary, request that the applicant contact Asset Protection at an early stage to
discuss the detailed design and proposed works so that risk to the railway can be
considered by Network Rail and mitigation measures agreed.
Natural England advise that this development falls within the ‘zone of influence’
for the East Devon Pebblebed Heaths SAC, East Devon Heaths SPA and Exe
Estuary SPA as set out in the Local Plan and the South East Devon European
Sites Mitigation Strategy (SEDEMS). It is anticipated that new housing
development in this area is ‘likely to have a significant effect’, when considered
either alone or in combination, upon the interest features of the SAC/SPA due to
the risk of increased recreational pressure caused by that development. In line
with the SEDEMS and the Joint Approach of Exeter City Council, Teignbridge
District Council and East Devon District Council, we advise that mitigation will be
required to prevent such harmful effects from occurring as a result of this
development. Permission should not be granted until such time as the
implementation of these measures has been secured.
South West Water is able to provide clean potable water services from the
existing public water main, and to provide foul sewerage services from the
existing public foul or combined sewer in the vicinity of the site.
Wales and West utilities no response received.
Police Architectural Liaison Officer notes and appreciates that access paths that
were previously have now been gated which is supported. Please ensure all
such rear service paths that serve multiple plots are gated. The improved
arrangements of parking around the apartment blocks are also welcomed. I
would like to make the following comments and recommendations for your
consideration and respectfully request that two suggested planning conditions

(secure gates to alleyways and gardens) are implemented should the scheme
progress. Recommendations on matters of detailed design are also provided.
NHS CCG response has been informed by the Devon Health Contributions
Approach: GP Provision which was jointly prepared by NHS England and Devon
County Council. The CCG’s concern is that the combined surgeries of Wonford
Green Surgery and Hill Barton Surgery are already over capacity within their
existing footprint therefore it follows that to have a sustainable development in
human health terms the whole local healthcare provision will require review. The
combined surgeries already have 10,590 patients registered between them and
this new development will increase the local population by a further 456 persons.
Taking this into account and drawing upon the document “Devon Health
Contributions Approach: GP Provision document” which was agreed by NHS
England and Devon County Council, 36.48 m2 additional space required and
hence a total contribution of £116,736.
RD&E NHS Foundation Trust is currently operating at full capacity in the
provision of acute and planned healthcare. It is further demonstrated that this
development will create potentially long term impact on the Trust ability provide
services as required. S 106 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as
amended) allows the Local Planning Authority to request a developer to
contribute towards the impact it creates on the services. The contribution in the
amount £254,464.00 sought will go towards the gap in the funding created by
each potential patient from this development.
RSPB note that the LEMP has been revised and are disappointed that the ratio
of integral bird to bat boxes remains unchanged. We recommend "Universal
Boxes". We trust you will give due consideration when deciding on which
Biodiversity Enhancements and make them a condition of the consent if granted.
DCC Lead Local Flood Authority (following submission of revised plans) have no
in-principle objections to the above planning application at this stage, assuming
that suggested pre-commencement planning condition is imposed on any
permission.
DCC Waste Planning Authority: Paragraph 8 of the National Planning Policy for
Waste and Policy W4 of the Devon Waste Plan requires major development
proposals to be accompanied by a Waste Audit Statement. The application is not
supported by any such statement and it is therefore recommended that a
condition is attached to any consent to require the submission of a statement in
advance of the commencement of development.
DCC Highways and Transport does not wish to raise an objection to the
proposals, subject to the inclusion of the recommended planning conditions. A

number of conditions have been requested in order to make the application
acceptable in highway planning grounds.
DCC Education updated response is based on our new S106 education
approach. This is in accordance with Devon County Council’s Education
Infrastructure Plan 2016-2033. Regarding the above planning application, Devon
County Council has identified that a development up to 175 family type dwellings
[2 or more beds] will generate an additional 43.75 primary pupils and 26.25
secondary pupils which would have a direct impact on the primary and secondary
schools in Exeter. Local primary schools and early years providers have
sufficient spare capacity for the pupils expected to be generated by this
development. Matford Brook Academy, is under construction and planning to open to
its first intake in September 2023, DCC has forecast that the local secondary
schools will have capacity for the number of pupils likely to be generated by the
proposed development. Therefore, Devon County Council will seek contributions
towards SEN education infrastructure to serve the address of the proposed
development in order to make the development acceptable in planning terms and
to mitigate its impact. The contributions request will total £113,783 (based on the
SEN extension rate of £81,274 per pupil) equivalent to 0.88 primary pupil and
0.52 secondary pupils. This equates to a per family type dwelling rate of £650.19.
ECC Environmental Health: Approval with conditions for CEMP, acoustic design
statement, air quality mitigation and contaminated land.
ECC Trees Officer (following submission of revised plans) no objections to the
proposed site layout, tree protection condition recommended.
ECC Parks and Public Spaces objection to the application on the basis of
insufficient play area provision, until we have evidence that the adjacent LEAP
will be upgraded and appropriate pedestrian links will be created. If the
developer cannot guarantee that the Bunker Square site will be enhanced, and
that new pedestrian connections will be provided, we would expect to see the
developer allowing for the provision of a LEAP (toddler and junior provision)
within the plans. Should you be minded to approve the planning application for
the development in its current form, we would expect specific conditions /
financial contributions to apply in addition to the expected contributions set out in
the Planning Obligations SPD and the Public Open Space SPD for details of the
proposed MUGA and provision of a LEAP.
Exeter Cycling Campaign warmly welcome that there are now changes to the
trafﬁc that can use the A379 Overbridge - making it available only to buses,
pedestrians and cyclists. This is a signiﬁcant improvement. We do however
continue to have concerns about some of design (or lack of detail) about this
proposal: Connection to Russell Way, cycle parking and cycle junctions. We
would ask that these concerns are addressed please so that our objection can be
lifted.

11.0

Representations
The application has been advertised by Site Notices, Press Notice, and
Neighbour Letter.
27 objections received raising the following concerns: 3 storey flats out of keeping with area
 Bus Route on bridge over A379 is a danger to cyclists an pedestrians
 Cycle Parking should be provided
 MUGA should be within the housing area and should not be relatively
isolated
 MUGA close to unsupervised spaces will give rise to antisocial behaviour
 MUGA users should not have to cross road to use it
 Old Rydon Close is poorly lit and dangerous at night
 Car drivers will use bridge as short cut
 MUGA too small
 Density of development too high
 Not enough provision for car parking
 Garages will not be used and car parking will be on street blocking
pavements
 Not enough green space provided on site
 Loss of privacy for adjacent dwellings
 Single point of vehicular access will cause bottleneck

12.0

Relevant policies
Government Guidance
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) (July 2021)
2.
Achieving sustainable design
4.
Decision-making
5.
Delivering a sufficient supply of homes
8.
Promoting healthy and safe communities
9.
Promoting Sustainable Transport
11.
Making effective use of land
12.
Achieving well-designed places
15.
Conserving and enhancing the natural environment
16.
Conserving and enhancing the historic environment
National Design Guide – Planning Practice Guidance
Core Strategy (Adopted 21 February 2012)
Core Strategy Objectives
CP1 – Spatial Strategy
CP3 – Housing

CP4 – Density
CP5 – Mixed Housing
CP7 – Affordable Housing
CP9 – Transport
CP10 – Meeting Community Needs
CP11 – Pollution
CP12 – Flood Risk
CP14 – Renewable and Low Carbon Energy
CP15 – Sustainable Construction
CP16 – Green Infrastructure, Landscape and Biodiversity
CP17 – Design and Local Distinctiveness
CP18 – Infrastructure
Exeter Local Plan First Review 1995-2011 (Adopted 31 March 2005)
AP1 – Design and Location of Development
AP2 – Sequential Approach
H1 – Search Sequence
H2 – Location Priorities
H3 – Housing Sites
H5 – Diversity of Housing
H7 – Housing for Disabled People
T1 – Hierarchy of Modes
T2 – Accessibility Criteria
T3 – Encouraging Use of Sustainable Modes
T5 – Cycle Route Network
T10 – Car Parking Standards
C5 – Archaeology
LS4 – Nature Conservation
EN2 – Contaminated Land
EN3 – Air and Water Quality
EN4 – Flood Risk
EN5 – Noise
EN6 – Renewable Energy
DG1 – Objectives of Urban Design
DG2 – Energy Conservation
DG4 – Residential Layout and Amenity
DG5 – Provision of Open Space and Children’s Play Areas
DG6 – Vehicle Circulation and Car Parking in Residential Development
DG7 – Crime Prevention and Safety
Devon Waste Plan 2011 – 2031 (Adopted 11 December 2014) (Devon County
Council)
W4 – Waste Prevention
W21 – Making Provision for Waste Management

Development Delivery Development Plan Document (Publication Version, July
2015)
This document represents a material consideration but has not been adopted
and does not form part of the Development Plan and therefore carries limited
weight.
DD1 – Sustainable Development
DD9 – Accessible, Adaptable and Wheelchair User Dwellings
DD13 – Residential Amenity
DD20 – Accessibility and Sustainable Movement
DD21 – Parking
DD22 – Open Space, Allotments, and Sport and Recreation Provision
DD25 – Design Principles
DD26 – Designing out Crime
DD28 – Conserving and Managing Heritage Assets
DD30 – Green Infrastructure
DD31 – Biodiversity
DD33 – Flood Risk
DD34 – Pollution and Contaminated Land
Exeter City Council Supplementary Planning Documents
Affordable Housing SPD (April 2014)
Archaeology and Development SPD (Nov 2004)
Sustainable Transport SPD (March 2013)
Planning Obligations SPD (April 2014)
Public Open Space SPD (Sept 2005)
Residential Design Guide SPD (Sept 2010)
Trees and Development SPD (Sept 2009)
Devon County Council Supplementary Planning Document
Waste Management and Infrastructure SPD (July 2015)
Other documents
Newcourt Masterplan Study November 2010.
13.0

Human rights
Article 6 - Right to a fair trial.
Article 8 - Right to respect for private and family life and home.
The first protocol of Article 1 Protection of property
The consideration of the application in accordance with Council procedures will
ensure that views of all those interested are considered. All comments from
interested parties have been considered and reported within this report in
summary with full text available via the Council’s website.

It is acknowledged that there are certain properties where they may be some
impact. However, any interference with the right to a private and family life and
home arising from the scheme as a result of impact on residential amenity is
considered necessary in a democratic society in the interests of the economic
well-being of the city and wider area and is proportionate given the overall
benefits of the scheme in terms of provision of homes, including affordable
homes.
Any interference with property rights is in the public interest and in accordance
with the Town and Country planning Act 1990 regime for controlling the
development of land. This recommendation is based on the consideration of the
proposal against adopted Development Plan policies, the application of which
does not prejudice the Human Rights of the applicant or any third party.
14.0

Public sector equalities duty
As set out in the Equalities Act 2010, all public bodies, in discharging their
functions must have “due regard” to the need to:
a) Eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other conduct
that is prohibited by or under the Act;
b) Advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant
protected characteristic and persons who do not share it;
c) Foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic and persons who do not share it.
Having due regard to the need to advance equality of opportunity between
persons who share a relevant protected characteristic and person who do not
share it involves having due regard in particular to the need to:
a) removing or minimising disadvantages suffered by persons who share a
relevant protected characteristic that are connected to that characteristic;
b) take steps to meet the needs of persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic that are different from the needs of other persons who do
not share it
c) encourage persons who share a relevant protected characteristic to
participate in public life or in any other activity in which participation by
such persons is disproportionately low.
Whilst there is no absolute requirement to fully remove any disadvantage the
Duty is to have “regard to” and remove OR minimise disadvantage and in
considering the merits of this planning application the planning authority has had
due regard to the matters set out in section 149 of the equality Act 2010.

15.0

Financial Issues
The requirements to set out the financial benefits arising from a planning
application is set out in s155 of the Housing and Planning Act 2016. This requires
that local planning authorities include financial benefits in each report which is:a) made by an officer or agent of the authority for the purposes of a nondelegated determination of an application for planning permission; and
b) contains a recommendation as to how the authority should determine the
application in accordance with section 70(2) of the Town and Country
Planning Act 1990.
The information or financial benefits must include a list of local financial
considerations or benefits of a development which officers consider are likely to
be obtained by the authority if the development is carried out including their value
if known and should include whether the officer considers these to be material or
not material.
Material considerations
Affordable housing: 64 affordable housing units which represents a 35%
affordable housing provision which would be split as 70% social rent, 25 % First
Homes and 5% other intermediate affordable housing.
Two LAP standard play spaces, a LEAP standard Space and a Multi-Use Games
Area
Contributions of £107,397 to NHS GP and £237,242 NHS Acute Services
Contribution of £113,783 to Special Educational.
Additional jobs created during construction phase.
Non material considerations
CIL contributions: The adopted CIL charging schedule applies a levy on
proposals that create additional new floor space over and above what is already
on a site. This proposal is CIL liable.
The rate at which CIL is charged for this development is £118.57 per square
metre at 2022 rates. Confirmation of the final CIL charge will be provided to the
applicant in a CIL liability notice issued prior to the commencement of the
development. All liability notices will be adjusted in accordance with the national
All-in-Tender Price Index of construction costs published by the Building Cost
Information Service (BCIS) of the Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors for the

year when planning permission is granted for the development. Full details of
current charges are on the Council’s website.
The proposal will generate Council Tax in occupation phase.
16.0

Planning assessment
Principle of development
The Council cannot currently demonstrate a five year housing land supply,
though the shortfall is modest, the ‘tilted balance’ in the NPPF is therefore
engaged when considering the application.
The Newcourt Area was allocated for development in the Exeter Core Strategy
2012, and in particular policy CP19. Residential development was consented on
the site in 2014, however that consent has now lapsed. The site is considered
sustainable location with access to a range of services and transport links. There
is no objection in principle to the development of this former agricultural and
highway land for residential development which is considered to accord with
policy H1 of the Exeter Local Plan 1st Review and the Exeter Core Strategy.
The application seeks to overcome the three refusal reasons associated with
planning application 19/1647/FUL, which was for 200 dwellings.
Scale, design, layout of dwellings
The development plan guides that sites should be developed at the highest
density that can be achieved, whilst meeting criteria set out in policies H2 and
DG4 of the Local Plan and Policy CP4 of the Core Strategy.
The Residential Design Guide SPD, National Design Guide and Local Plan
Policies DG1, DG2 and DG4, DG6 and DG7 set out our approach to residential
design.

The number of dwellings has been reduced to 184 in the interest of achieving an
acceptable layout with sufficient public and private open space, including
defensive space, to allow residents to feel at ease within their homes.
The internal designs of buildings have been amended to meet national space
standards and to provide private egress to communal garden spaces for the flats.
The scale of development matches that of surrounding areas. The use of taller
(three-storey) apartment buildings on the western boundary adjacent the wider
open area of the Ikea car park is considered appropriate response to that space.
The buildings proposed have an appropriately residential scale and massing and
use of materials.
Whilst the layout includes a small number of gardens that do not fully accord with
the Local Plan and Residential Design Guide standard of 55 sqm these are
related to small dwellings and this si snot by itself considered a reason for refusal
of the application.
The layout now includes two Local Area for Paly standard play spaces within the
residential layout which provide a focal points within that layout giving it greater
character and legibility and visual interest. Street scene landscaping is
considered adequate to reinforce the residential character of the area. The
Inspector at appeal concluded that the size and positioning of tree planting within
streets was sufficient to ensure their long term survival. A replacement planting
condition should be attached to any consent in the event that landscape tree
planting fails this replacement can be secured.
The amended proposals are considered to accord with the aims of the
Residential Design Guide SPD, National Design Guide and Local Plan Policies
DG1, DG2 and DG4, DG6 and DG7 and as such are considered acceptable.
Impact on amenity of neighbouring dwellings

The layout has been amended since first submitted (and from the appeal
scheme) to remove residential buildings from the southern boundary of the site
where their relative position and raised levels resulted in an unacceptable
relationship to neighbouring buildings. This amendment has successfully
addressed one of the reasons for refusal of the previous scheme that was upheld
at appeal.
The Multi Use Games Area (MUGA) is proposed to be located in this area of the
site, moving it away from its constrained position adjacent to the railway line. The
MUGA is located to be 30m from the nearest existing dwelling off site which have
their rear gardens orientated towards the MUGA, and to be 24m from the front
façade of new dwellings on the site. The distance and existing landscape buffer
to the neighbour residential and open spaces to the south is retained and
additional landscape planting secured by condition.
The proposed stepped access between the site and the green space in Bunker
Square is removed to reduce movement between these spaces and encourage
their separate use for the different purposes these green spaces were designed
to provide for. The landscape buffer between these developments reduces light
spill to the front of existing dwellings. Pedestrian linkage is achieved via IKEA
Way. As such the proposal is considered to accord with the aims of Polices DG4
of the Exeter Local Plan 1st Review.
Public Spaces and parks
In determining the appeal the Inspector agreed with the Council regards to the
absence of provision for young children’s play as a reason for refusal of the
previously submitted 200 dwelling scheme for this site. This amended layout for
184 dwellings incorporates the required 10% of site area as green space that can
be landscaped as useable public space. The amended development layout will
provide two LAP standard play spaces positioned to be within 100m of dwellings.
A LEAP Standard play space can be delivered on site in an area of openspace
adjacent the cycle path on the eastern boundary or by enhancement of the
adjacent off-site play space at Bunker Square. Provision can be secured to be
delivered in a timely manner through the S106 agreement and conditions.
Similarly provision is made for the MUGA to be delivered on site as shown near
the southern boundary, however the potential for the MUGA to be delivered on
third party land closer to the Newcourt Community centre site is still being
explored. Provision for delivery on site-or off-site in a timely manner can be
secured by appropriate S106 and condition wording. As such the proposal is
considered to accord with the aims of Polices DG5, L4 and L6 of the Exeter Local
Plan 1st Review and Policy CP10 and CP17 of the Exeter Core Strategy.

Access and Parking
Vehicular access from Ikea way only, with bus only access to Russell Way is
considered acceptable and to encourage sustainable travel by reducing conflict.
Car parking is accommodated in small parking courts and on plot/on street in a
manner that limits domination of the public realm by car parking. Cycle parking is
provided in enclosed stores for apartments and in gardens for dwellings details of
which can be secured by condition. EV Charging points are provided for all
dwellings and within the parking areas for the apartments. The access and
parking arrangements are considered to accord with the aims of local with the
Council’s standards in Policies DG6 and T10, and the Sustainable Transport
SPD.
National Highways withdrew a recommendation that the application not be
approved following confirmation that there would be no significant impact on J30
of the M5.
Drainage

The imported fill material on the site impedes proper understanding of infiltration
.An acceptable drainage scheme has been submitted designed on a worst case
scenario for infiltration. Approval of this should be reserved to allow further
investigation and potential for surface attenuation/treatment, infiltration and
source control solutions be developed once investigation of the underlying
surface is undertaken.
Sustainable Construction
Conditions should be added to any consent requiring compliance with Core
Strategy Policies CP14 and CP15 for carbon emissions reductions above those
required by the Building Regulations and use of decentralised and renewable or
low carbon energy sources, and a Waste Audit Statement, in accordance with
Devon Waste Plan policy W4.
Ecology
A condition to secure a Biodiversity Enhancement Plan should be attached to
any consent to include an appropriate number of bat and bird boxes, in
accordance with Policy LS4 and chapter 15 of the NPPF.
A tree protection plan will be required to protect retained trees during
construction in accordance with Policy DG1 and the NPPF, and further
landscape planting secured through a detailed landscaping scheme condition.
Contaminated Land and Air Quality
A contaminated land strategy has been submitted which indicates low risk. There
is no indication that this matter cannot be controlled by conditions attached to the
consent to verify and to ensure any unexpected contamination that may be
encountered during construction is adequately mitigated. The proposals include
for EV charging points for each dwelling and for communal parking areas. The
measures proposed will reduce emissions frorm vehicle movements associated
with the site. As such the proposals are considered to accord with the aims of
policy EN2 of the Exeter Local Plan First review and Chapter 15 of the NPPF.
Affordable housing
The prosed residential development meets the requirements of Policy CP7 and
the applicant has offered 35% of dwellings as Affordable Housing which can be
secured through a S106 agreement.
Since the introduction of the First Homes policy nationally the breakdown of the
affordable dwellings be 70% Social Rent, 25% First Homes (discounted for sale)
and 5% other intermediate affordable tenures. The mix of dwellings would be
representative of the development as a whole unless an alternative mix is

negotiated. 5% of the Affordable Dwellings will be disabled accessible standard.
As such the proposals meet the requirements of Exeter Core Strategy policy
CP7, Exeter Local Plan 1st Review policy H7 and the Affordable Housing SPD.
Contributions to healthcare provision
IN determining the appeal on application 19/1647/FUL the Inspector concluded
that, notwithstanding that there was no established consensus on the matter of
NHS services contributions, development would harmfully impact upon the ability
to provide healthcare services to residents of the development and other existing
residents in the area. This would not be adequately mitigated by existing funding
streams and the GP Surgery Contribution and Foundation Trust Contribution
were justified and required to ensure healthy communities in accordance with the
NPPF, and the aims of CS Policy CP10 to provide facilities to meet community
needs. Whilst the Council remains of the view that the GP Services contribution
is justified the Foundation Trust Contribution is not based on a view that, among
other matters, insufficient information has been provided of how this arises as
new demand, what such contributions would be spent on, and whether such
contributions meet the ‘tests’ for planning obligations specified in CIL Regulation
122(2) and NPPF 2021 section 57. Nevertheless the Council is mindful of the
role of the Inspectorate as a higher determining authority and the decision of the
Inspector with regard to the evidence presented at appeal in respect of this
individual case. Both GP Surgeries contribution of £107,397 and NHS Foundation
Trust acute services contributions of £237,242 are proposed to be secured by
S106 agreement attached to any consent.
Economic benefits
The development would be CIL Liable at the residential rate and would contribute
toward NHS GP surgeries, NHS Acute Care, and affordable housing provision. In
occupation the dwellings would pay Council Tax, and would provide jobs and
economic stimulus during construction phase.
Development Plan, five year housing land supply, and Presumption in Favour of
Sustainable Development
The proposal, subject to the imposition of conditions and completion of a Section
106 agreement as described, is considered to accord with the Development Plan
as a whole. The Council cannot currently demonstrate a five year housing land
supply, though the shortfall is modest, the ‘tilted balance’ in favour of sustainable
development set out in the NPPF is therefore engaged when considering the
application.
17.0

Conclusion

The site is allocated for development in the Exeter Core Strategy and is a
sustainable location with access to a range of services and transport links. There
is no objection in principle to the development of this former agricultural and
highway land for residential development which is considered to accord with
policy H1 of the Exeter Local Plan 1st Review and the Exeter Core Strategy. The
Council cannot currently demonstrate a five year housing land supply, though the
shortfall is modest, the ‘tilted balance’ in the NPPF is therefore engaged when
considering the application. The proposal is considered to accord with the
Development Plan as a whole, subject to the imposition of conditions and
completion of a S106 Legal Agreement as detailed above.
18.0

Recommendation
a) DELEGATE TO THE SERVICE LEAD (CITY DEVELOPMENT) TO GRANT
PERMISSION SUBJECT TO THE COMPLETION OF A LEGAL
AGREEMENT UNDER SECTION 106 OF THE TOWN AND COUNTRY
PLANNING ACT 1990 (AS AMENDED) TO SECURE THE FOLLOWING:
 Affordable Housing 35% of dwellings on site (split 70% Social Rent, 25%
First Homes, 5% intermediate)
 Traffic Orders £15,000
 NHS GP Surgeries contribution £107,397
 NHS Acute services contribution £237,242
 Open space provisions LEAP and MUGA (onsite but provision to be made
in S106 for alternative off site delivery)
 Sustainable Travel Planning £500/ per dwelling
 DCC Education contributions SEN totalling £113,783.
 Sustainable Transport Infrastructure, £500 per dwelling
 Provision of SEDEMS payments where not secured for the dwelling by
other means, such as CIL.

All S106 contributions should be index linked from the date of resolution.
And the following conditions (and their reasons) the wording of which may be
varied:
1) The development to which this permission relates must be begun not later
than the expiration of three years beginning with the date on which this
permission is granted.
Reason: To ensure compliance with sections 91 and 92 of the Town and
Country Planning Act 1990.

2) The development hereby permitted shall not be carried out otherwise than in
strict accordance with the submitted details received by the Local Planning
Authority on 25 January 2022 listed below as modified by other conditions of this
consent.
JBA 19-269 Masterplan rev J
P18-2919_05 rev AY SITE LAYOUT
P18-2919_06 rev P HOUSE PACK
P18-2919_07 rev N BUILDING HEIGHTS
P18-2919_08 rev P MATERIALS
P18-2919_09 rev P PARKING
P18-2919_10 rev P BOUNDARIES & SURFACES
P18-2919_11 rev Q ADOPTION PLAN
P18-2919_12 rev M REFUSE
P18-2919_14 rev L MOVEMENT PLAN
P18-2919_15-01L_01-STREET SCENES (1OF2)
P18-2919_15-01L_02-STREET SCENES (20F2)
JBA 19-269 100 rev F Detailed Soft Landscape Proposals for Plots & POS
19-269 101 rev F Detailed Soft Landscape Proposals for Plots & POS
19-269 102 rev F Detailed Soft Landscape Proposals for Plots & POS
19-269 103 rev F Detailed Soft Landscape Proposals for Plots & POS
19-269 104 rev F Detailed Soft Landscape Proposals for Plots & POS
19-269 105 rev F Detailed Soft Landscape Proposals for Plots & POS
19-269 106 Off-site Strategic Landscaping Plan
13055-HYD-XX-XX-DR-C-2000 Engineering Appraisal rev P17
13055-HYD-XX-XX-DR-C-2006 Adoption Plan rev P06
13055-HYD-XX-XX-DR-C-2200 Drainage Strategy rev P16
13055-HYD-XX-XX-DR-C-2310 Swept Path Analysis (Refuse) rev P15
13055-HYD-XX-XX-DR-C-2311 Swept Path Analysis (Bus) rev P11
Reason: In order to ensure compliance with the approved drawings.
3) A schedule of materials it is proposed to use externally in the construction of
the development shall be submitted to the Local Planning Authority. No external
finishing material shall be used until the Local Planning Authority has confirmed
in writing that its use is acceptable. Thereafter the materials used in the
construction of the development shall correspond with the approved schedule in
all respects.
Reason: To ensure that the materials conform with the visual amenity
requirements of the area.
4) No development (including ground works) or vegetation clearance works shall
take place until a Construction Method Statement has been submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The Statement shall provide
for:

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)

The site access point(s) of all vehicles to the site during the construction
phase.
The parking of vehicles of site operatives and visitors.
The areas for loading and unloading plant and materials.
Storage areas of plant and materials used in constructing the
development.
The erection and maintenance of securing hoarding, if appropriate.
Wheel washing facilities.
Measures to monitor and control the emission of dust and dirt during
construction.
No burning on site during construction or site preparation works.
Measures to monitor and minimise noise/vibration nuisance to neighbours
from plant and machinery.
Unless otherwise agreed in writing construction working hours and
deliveries from 8:00 to 18:00 Monday to Friday, 8:00 to 13:00 on
Saturdays and at no time on Sundays or Bank Holidays.
No driven piling without prior consent from the LPA.

The approved Statement shall be strictly adhered to throughout the construction
period of the development.
5) Prior to the commencement of the development hereby approved (including
demolition and all preparatory work), a scheme for the protection of the retained
trees, in accordance with BS 5837:2012, including a tree protection plan(s) (TPP)
and an arboricultural method statement (AMS) shall be submitted to and
approved in writing by Exeter City Council
Reason: Required prior to commencement of development to satisfy the Local
Planning Authority that the trees to be retained will not be damaged during
demolition or construction and to protect and enhance the appearance and
character of the site and locality, in accordance with Trees in Relation to
Development Supplementary Planning Document and pursuant to section 197 of
the Town and Country Planning Act 1990.
6) No construction shall commence until the following information has been
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority:
(a) Soakaway test results in accordance with BRE Digest 365 (2016),
groundwater monitoring results in line with our DCC groundwater monitoring
policy and evidence that there is a low risk of groundwater re-emergence
downslope of the site from any proposed soakaways or infiltration basins.
(b) A detailed drainage design based upon the approved Flood Risk Assessment
and Drainage Strategy and the results of the information submitted in relation to
(a) above.

(c) Detailed proposals for the management of surface water and silt runoff from
the site during construction of the development hereby permitted.
(d) Proposals for the adoption and maintenance of the permanent surface water
drainage system.
(e) A plan indicating how exceedance flows will be safely managed at the site.
(f) Evidence there is agreement in principle from South West Water/landowner to
connect into their system.
No dwelling hereby permitted shall be occupied until the works have been
approved and implemented in accordance with the details under (a) - (f) above.
Reason: The above conditions are required to ensure the proposed surface water
drainage system will operate effectively and will not cause an increase in flood
risk either on the site, adjacent land or downstream in line with SuDS for Devon
Guidance (2017) and national policies, including NPPF and
PPG. The conditions should be pre-commencement since it is essential that the
proposed surface water drainage system is shown to be feasible before works
begin to avoid redesign / unnecessary delays during construction when site
layout is fixed.
7) Prior to commencement of the development the applicant shall submit for
approval in writing by the LPA an updated Acoustic Design Statement, including
assessment of overheating conditions. The Acoustic Design Statement should
demonstrate good acoustic design, including achieving both sustainable acoustic
comfort and sustainable thermal comfort. Any mitigation measures required shall
be implemented in full prior to occupation of the development, and maintained
thereafter.
The Professional Practice Guidance Note (ProPG): Planning and Noise for New
Residential Development May 2017 (ANC, IoA and CIEH) describes the
expected content and approach of an Acoustic Design Statement. The ANC/IoA
guidance 'Acoustics Ventilation and Overheating: Residential Design Guide'
provides methods by which the overheating assessment can be conducted.
8) No development shall take place on site until a full investigation of the site has
taken place to determine the extent of, and risk posed by, any contamination of
the land and the results, together with any remedial works necessary, have been
agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The dwellings shall not be
occupied until the approved remedial works have been implemented and a
remediation statement submitted to the Local Planning Authority detailing what
contamination has been found and how it has been dealt with together with
confirmation that no unacceptable risks remain.
Reason: In the interests of human health and protection of the natural
environment.

9) No development shall take place, including any works of demolition, until a
Construction Method Statement has been submitted to, and approved in writing
by, the local planning authority. The statement should include details of access
arrangements and timings and management of arrivals and departures of
vehicles. The approved Statement shall be adhered to throughout the
construction period.
Reason: In the interests of highway safety and public amenity
10) No part of the development hereby permitted shall be commenced until
details of the three pedestrian / cycle access points onto Old Rydon Close,
including a programme for implementation, has been submitted to, and approved
in writing by, the Local Planning Authority and Local Highway Authority, and the
access points shall be provided in accordance with the submitted details and
programme and maintained thereafter.
Reason: To ensure that the development promotes all travel modes to reduce
reliance on the private car, in accordance with paragraph 110 of the NPPF.
11) Prior to commencement of construction of any dwelling hereby approved
details of the proposed MUGA, LEAP and LAP play areas (including access
routes, fencing, lighting, equipment, etc) that are being provided on site shall
have been submitted to and approved in writing by the should be approved by
the Local Authority prior to commencement of any works on site. The approved
details shall subsequently be implemented on site.
Reason: In the interest of the amenity of the area.
12) Prior to commencement of construction a Waste Audit Statement, that
includes the below points, shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the
Local Authority.








The amount of construction waste in tonnes is also provided;
The type of material the waste will arise from during construction;
The method for auditing the waste produce including a monitoring scheme
and corrective measures if failure to meet targets occurs;
The predicted annual amount of waste (in tonnes) that will be generated
once the development is occupied;
Identify the main types of waste generated when development is occupied
(If possible);
Identify measures taken to avoid waste occurring; and
Provide detail of the waste disposal method including the name and
location of the waste disposal site.

Devon County Council has published a Waste Management and Infrastructure
SPD that provides guidance on the production of Waste Audit Statements. This

includes a template set out in Appendix B, a construction, demolition and
excavation waste checklist (page 14) and an operational waste checklist (page
17). Following the guidance provided in the SPD will enable the applicant to
produce a comprehensive waste audit statement that is in accordance with Policy
W4: Waste Prevention of the Devon Waste Plan. This can be found online at:
https://www.devon.gov.uk/planning/planning-policies/minerals-and-wastepolicy/supplementary-planning-document
Reason: In the interests of sustainable development and in accordance with
Policy W4: Waste Prevention of the Devon Waste Plan.
13) Prior to the construction of the foundations of any dwelling hereby permitted,
the Design SAP calculation(s) of the dwelling(s) shall be submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority, which shall demonstrate that
the dwelling(s) will achieve a 19% reduction in CO2 emissions in relation to the
level required to meet Part L of the 2013 Building Regulations if the dwelling is to
be constructed to the 2013 Building Regulations, or to achieve a 10% reduction
in CO2 emissions above the levels set out in Part L of the 2022 Building
Regulations if the dwelling is to be constructed to the 2022 Building Regulations.
No individual dwelling shall be occupied until the As-Built SAP calculation of the
dwelling has been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority to confirm that the required reduction in CO2 emissions in relation to
the relevant Building Regulations has been achieved.
Reason: To ensure the dwelling(s) will achieve the energy performance standard
required by Policies CP14 and CP15 of the Core Strategy.

14) Prior to the occupation of the development hereby permitted a Landscape
and Ecological Management Plan (LEMP) shall be submitted to and approved in
writing by the local planning authority. The LEMP shall include the following
details:
a) a description and evaluation of features to be managed;
b) ecological trends and constraints on site that might influence
management;
c) aims and objectives of management;
d) appropriate management options for achieving aims and objectives;
e) prescriptions for management actions;
f) a work schedule (including an annual work plan capable of being rolled
forward over a five-year period);
g) identification of the body or organization responsible for implementation of
the LEMP;
h) ongoing monitoring and remedial measures; and

i) the legal and funding mechanisms by which the long-term implementation
of the LEMP will be secured with the management bodies responsible for
its delivery.
The LEMP shall also set out how contingencies and/or remedial action will be
identified, agreed and implemented so that the development still delivers the fully
functioning biodiversity objectives of the originally approved scheme. The
development shall then be implemented and thereafter managed in accordance
with the approved LEMP.
15) A detailed scheme for landscaping, including the planting of trees and or
shrubs, the use of surface materials and boundary screen walls and fences shall
be submitted to the Local Planning Authority and no dwelling or building shall be
occupied until the Local Planning Authority have approved a scheme; such
scheme shall specify materials, species, tree and plant sizes, numbers and
planting densities, and any earthworks required together with the timing of the
implementation of the scheme. The landscaping shall thereafter be implemented
in accordance with the approved scheme in accordance with the agreed
programme.
Reason: To safeguard the rights of control by the Local Planning Authority in
these respects and in the interests of amenity.
16) No individual dwelling hereby approved shall be occupied until secure cycle
parking facilities for that dwelling have been provided in accordance with details
that shall previously have been submitted to, and approved in writing by, the
Local Planning Authority. Thereafter the cycle parking facilities shall be retained
for that purpose at all times.
Reason: To ensure that cycle parking is provided, in accordance with Exeter
Local Plan Policy T3 and paragraph 110 of the NPPF.
17) Prior to the occupation of any residential unit hereby permitted with allocated
parking space(s) (whether on plot, on street or in off road communal parking) one
Electric Vehicle ready (active) domestic charging point shall have been provided
per dwelling, which shall thereafter be provided and permanently retained. The
unallocated parking spaces shall be provided with a Electric Vehicle ready
(active) domestic charging points at a ratio of 1 charging point per 10 spaces,
which shall thereafter be provided and permanently retained.
Reason: To ensure construction of a satisfactory development and to promote
sustainable development in accordance with paragraph 112 of the NPPF
18) Prior to the occupation of the development hereby permitted, each residential
car parking space shall incorporate an Electric Vehicle ready (active) domestic
charging point which shall thereafter be provided and permanently retained.

Reason: To ensure construction of a satisfactory development and to promote
sustainable development in accordance with paragraph 112 of the NPPF
19) Prior to occupation of the development, details shall be submitted to the
Local Planning Authority of cycle parking provision for the development.
Development shall not be occupied until such details have been agreed in writing
by the Local Planning Authority and Local Highway Authority, and prior to
occupation the cycle parking shall be provided in accordance with the submitted
details.
Reason: To ensure that the development promotes all travel modes to reduce
reliance on the private car, in accordance with paragraph 110 of the NPPF.
20) No part of the development hereby approved shall be occupied until two bus
stops with suitable crossing facilities have been provided and approved in writing
by, the Local Planning Authority and Local Highway Authority.
Reason: To provide a safe and suitable access for vehicles, pedestrian and
cyclists, in accordance with Paragraphs 108 and 110 of the NPPF.
21) No part of the development hereby permitted shall be occupied until details
and specifications of the pedestrian link to the southern boundary have been
submitted to and approved in writing by the LPA and Highway Authority. Prior to
occupation of the 140th dwelling, the works shall be completed in accordance
with the approved details and specifications and be retained thereafter.
Reason: In the interest of accessibility.
22) No lighting shall be installed for the Multi Use Games Area until details of that
lighting and a lighting assessment has been submitted to and approved in writing
by the Local Planning Authority. Lighting shall thereafter only be installed in
accordance with the approved details and the lighting shall be maintained in
accordance with the approved details.
Reason: In the interests of the amenity of local residential occupiers and the
environment.
23) Any contamination not previously identified which is found whilst
implementing the development hereby permitted must be immediately reported in
writing to the Local Planning Authority. Development on the part of the site
affected shall be suspended and a risk assessment carried out and submitted to
and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. Where unacceptable
risks are found remediation and verification schemes shall be submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. These approved schemes

shall then be carried out before the development, or the relevant part of it, is
resumed or continued.
Reason: In the interests of protecting human health and the environment.
24) Rear access paths must be gated, the gates to those paths and those giving
access to rear gardens must be fitted with a lock operable from both sides.
Reason: To prevent access to the rear of dwellings which leaves them vulnerable
to crime, particularly burglary offences.
25) In the event of failure of any trees or shrubs, planted in accordance with any
scheme approved by the Local Planning Authority, to become established and to
prosper for a period of five years from the date of the completion of
implementation of that scheme, such trees or shrubs shall be replaced with such
live specimens of such species of such size and in such number as may be
approved by the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: To safeguard the rights of control by the Local Planning Authority in
these respects and in the interests of amenity.
b) REFUSE PERMISSION FOR THE REASONS SET OUT BELOW IF THE
LEGAL AGREEMENT UNDER SECTION 106 OF THE TOWN AND
COUNTRY PLANNING ACT 1990 (AS AMENDED) IS NOT COMPLETED BY
6 MONTHS FROM THE DATE OF COMMITTEE OR SUCH EXTENDED
TIME AS AGREED IN WRITING BY THE SERVICE LEAD (CITY
DEVELOPMENT)

